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Of all the technological and communicational means, social media is the most important one which takes place in nearly all daily activities. It is, after all, evident that every application, every touch on social media has the ability not only to reach but also to appeal to everybody, even simultaneously. Any application that is going to be developed on this environment may go public with real-time updates that otherwise can’t be seen in any other means. Based on this point, it can be evidently claimed that the use of social media tools and applications such as Facebook, Twitter is getting commonplace especially on language learning via distance learning systems. In this study, the use of social media tools in the field of language learning and teaching, and expected beneficial outcomes of key elements of social media has been investigated.
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Introduction

Today, the development of information and communication technology (ICT) has been occurring much faster than the developments in all other fields. Its efficiency in several fields such as health, finance, trade and education has been increasing day by day. ICT has an effect on the increase of quality and production in these and suchlike fields. The contribution of data mining to health and finance fields could be given as examples to this increasing effect [1][2][3]. As for education, there are a lot of ICT applications that have significant advantages and support distance learning. The examples to these applications are online examination systems and the systems providing the follow-up for the lessons via the Internet. Among these, the applications depending on the control of the relation and interaction between the learner and the tutor have become more important recently [4]. A lot of educational administration software has been developed for this purpose [4][5].

Another important effect of ICT on the lifestyle of the people today has occurred with the increase in the use of social media tools. The fact that social media tools have a structure increasing the social interaction of people independent of time and place give rise to have more effects than in any other technological environments. When an education environment that is independently designed and an educational application performed over social media are compared, it could be observed that the social media application having a higher interaction has more favourable results and it is much more efficient [6][7].

In this study, the search on social networks that have been used recently as an educational platform has brought out the suggestion for the foreign language education model applied parallel to social
networks. Working principle of this model has been discussed and its effects on and contributions to language education have been revised. The system that was applied the suggested model and its results have been studied.

E-Learning

The definition of United States Distance Learning Association (USDLA 2004) is as follows:

"Distance learning is to convey education to distant individuals through the means such as computer, video, multimedia technology, satellite, graphics and audio." Stating that the learner and the teacher are not in the same physical environment, USDLA emphasizes that electronic means or written and printed materials should be used in this educational program. "Distance learning is composed of two main parts; teaching including the teacher and learning including the learner."

When in-class activities could not be performed because of limitations in conventional learning-teaching methods, thanks to distance learning, a teaching method providing communication and interaction among learners, planners and practitioners of educational studies could be used from a certain centre through teaching units especially prepared and several environments. In addition, distance learning is an institutional education program that puts the learner, the teacher and teaching materials in different environments together via communication technologies.

The distance learner, in contrast to any other student, can reach to his learning environment; get in touch with his classmates and teacher synchronous or asynchronous. So, the Internet has caused the biggest change in education ever since the advent of the first printed books roughly 500 hundreds years ago [8]. Today, in over 90 countries, distance learning methods are being used in universities effectively [9]. Not everybody has the chance to receive a proper language education and complete acquisition through the traditional learning methods [10]. That’s why distance learning should be available to all public. At the same time the content of the LMS programs should be appropriate for all participants, due to the situational properties of language learning.

Language Learning Via E-Learning

To give language education through ICT-based educational methods is not a new issue. Prior to ICT, education was being given through such methods as TV and RADIO. However, the development of ICT has increased the number and efficiency of these methods. Especially the effect of Web-based social networks has given rise to increase in cooperative learning techniques [7][11].

There are a lot of tools used as distance learning methods. In a study analyzing the advantages of the use of ICT techniques in education, the results showed that web 2.0 technology increased the learners’ active education [7][11][12][13]. It is observed that this improves the favourable effect of education method because Blogs and Podcasts are used, the learners meet the education content and the interaction is realized with comments simultaneously [14]. Recently, among distance learning methods, the use of social networks and internet-based interactive education environments have increased. Besides, several studies showing that distance learning methods could be improved by using social network tools have been put forth [15]. In researches, it is seen that through distance learning methods, vocabulary learning/memorizing methods have been improved by making the needs special [16].

Social Networks

Social networks were the issue of many researches in the field of sociology before they became the study field of ICT. The aim of these studies was to analyze the social interaction among the people and the advantages and disadvantages of the results of this interaction. The first studies carried out in the field of
sociology go back to 1925 [17][18]. Another study forms the basis for the evaluation of social network interaction with neighbourhood relations analyzed [17][19].

The increase of the efficiency of social networks in the study field of ICT has been parallel to the increase in the use of Internet. With the development of Web2.0 technologies, the number of applications increasing web-based computer-individual interaction has risen. The spreading rate of individual ideas in the applications has given prominence to the Internet that is a new socialization field. Especially blogs, twitter, podcast, RSS, wikis, social network sites, virtual worlds, video sharing and photo sharing applications are important applications that provides the formation of social network structure [20][21]. When the applications are analyzed, it is seen that they mainly depend on the sharing individual ideas with followers or visitors. This sharing and follow-up increase the social interaction. This interaction formed has advantageous results in many fields such as trade, politics and especially education [7][23].

Social Network Tools

There are many social network means through which the people interact over the Internet. These means have been designed with different data structures and qualities. For example, Twitter that provides the people with sharing their ideas as a short text over a webpage with their followers, YouTube that makes it possible to share videos prepared about any subject and Facebook which provides the sharing of ideas, videos and photos and has a quality of personal portfolio are the most commonly used means. According to the data, every month, individual visitors more than 1 billion watch videos that have 6-billion-hour running time in YouTube. Videos over 100 hours are added to YouTube every minute [24][25]. In an another research, it is seen that the number of active users of Facebook is over 1,1 billion and Twitter has 228 million active users [26]. These results evidently show us how easily you can communicate the people.

Social Network-based Learning Technique

The interaction people over the social network tools and the contribution of this interaction to learning could be accepted as the basis for social network-based learning technique. There are [20][27]. There are a lot of studies carried out about the contribution of Web 2.0 technologies to education.[20][28]. Other studies have dealt with especially the pedagogical aspects. [20][29][30]. In an education system the advantages of collaborative learning have been put forth with the researches as a result of some social network analysis. [6][31][32]. The researches revealed that social network based education methods have a positive effect on the participants [6][33][7][12]. These methods contribute to the formation of a more successful and enjoyable education element [7][12].

Advantages and Disadvantages of Social Learning

Besides education methods developed depending on social networks have many advantages, they also have some disadvantages as well [20]. Just like a SWOT Analysis it can be classified as follows;

Strong Aspects

1. Almost unlimited access possibility to education environment
2. A qualified data source providing reliable information
3. A remindful, intensifier and productive information source sharing also in-class conversation
4. Progress steps of productive learning under the control of the learner
5. The learner gain access to more learning sources
6. Extension of education timing to the life of the learner
Weak Aspects

1. The learners are required to have a high ICT experience and background
2. The applications to be realised through only social network-based education tools are under the control of the learner
3. As the number of the sources is high, it is difficult to find and use the best and the most reliable one.
4. Even if many filtrations are done, there are many data sets causing a confusion
5. There is a lack of gestures and facial expressions
6. Time spent to reach advantageous content

The Application Developed Depending on the Suggested Model

The structure of social networks supporting the interaction has a quality to lead the education model formed. The suggested model depends on a social-based interaction between the teacher and the learner. With the educational administration strategy and by using social network tools, a cloud-based network will have been established between the teacher and the learner. In figure 1, the social network interaction between the teacher and the learner is stated with a graphic. When the model is evaluated, it is seen that the interaction over social network between participants leads to a learning effect among peers. This behaviour could be shown as the most important advantage provided by social network tools when compared to other ICT-based teaching methods. When a learner shares an education material over Facebook, the largest social network, this can make the extension effect of education material increase with the learner’s peer influence.

There are some main advantages of an educational administration system to be realised over social network tool:

- It has the capability to learn independent from time and place that is available to ICT-based learning techniques.
- In respect of its structure, it supports both synchronous and asynchronous education models.
- Social networks will have the capability to spread the content formed swiftly.
- The development of mobile technologies brought out the increase in the use of social network tools.

The application developed is based on these advantages mentioned above. The integration of social network means and the mobile technologies have reduced the limitations to the access to education. This suggested mixed model aims to use every social network tool effectively. Facebook, Twitter and Youtube networks have been used in this applied model. Interaction techniques change according to each tool

- On Facebook; like, share, comment on
These applications form an interaction between the learner and his peers and followers with these characteristics. These techniques provide the interaction among individuals and peer influence. The most important contribution of social networks could be stated with these interaction methods. It can be said that education material has indirect advantages through peer influence.

Education content and the methodology formed by the tutor are conveyed to the learners by transforming social network means into required formats. Appropriate education content to social network tool should be prepared as video and text. In the application developed depending on the suggested model, the content in the video format is transferred to the learners over Youtube and Facebook. The content in the text format needs formal changes according to social means. The fact that social network-based education content is visual and it includes fewer texts brings out the increase in its effect. Figure 2 shows method based learning interaction between the teacher and the learner.

![Diagram showing method based learning interaction between the teacher and the learner.](image)

**Figure 2.** Shows method based learning interaction between the teacher and the learner.

![Screenshots of application developed in accordance with suggested model.](image)

**Figure 3.** The screenshots of application developed in accordance with suggested model.

Learning stream formed between the teacher and the learner is symbolised. In the application developed as suggested model-based, interaction methods change according to social network tool used. As seen in Figure 3a, sharing over Twitter is realised through a picture or a text including 160 letters.
As seen in Figure 3b, the fact that the videos available in YouTube are linked and shared by the learners show that there is an important interaction and extension effect.

As seen in Figure 3c, the content shared over Facebook has the extension effect with the characteristics of like and share.

Also, the possibility to comment provides information sharing and feedback between the tutor, learner and their peers. Over Twitter teaching vocabulary is the main goal in the application developed depending on the suggested model. Through Retweet, Fovourite, Trends characteristics, the education content of Twitter users is provided to extend. Again over Twitter information sharing and feedback are provided through mention, DM between the teacher and the learner.

In Figure 3, the screenshots of application developed in accordance with suggested model.

**Result**

The distance learning should be available to all public. In connection with this definition, in the application developed, the most important advantage provided by social network tools and advantageous content spreading swiftly over related networks were utilized. Over the multiplier effect of learner-peer relation, the extension capacity of education content has been increased. With this application established on this model, it was aimed to find a solution for the learners’ language learning needs by using different social network tools. Today, in learning processes, the effect of a web-based social network which is commonly used by people is utilized. It is aimed to improve the limitations of education environment through the use of social network tools.
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